
Huge Wind Mill Small Step / Large Phenomenon

45°rotated against wind to get maximum power
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In 2025, a new tower as a landmark in Copenhagen was born. 100m cube consists of a large 
amount of small Windmill and that can be seen across the canal. On the opposite shore the 
site where had stood dockyard and is now among industrial section. On s
uch site The several times over overlapped frame rises up as a building looks like morning 
mist. The thought of civic the environment and the future Copenhagen City completes this 
tower.  By adding a new layer to Copenhagen which various histories deposited, it moves 
forward to the future as European Green Capital further. 

Denmark has been promoted natural  power sources of  Europe as a country of 
wind-power-generator.  The technology developed by efforts of the many years of Denmark 
and a good location in which a wind called along the sea occurs easily are harnessed. 
Grand scenery of the huge windmill group stand in a row at sea. It makes it recollect to have 
contributed to development of wind power generation. 

On thee other hand, although there are many 
productions of electricity, various problems 
generate the conventional windmill. The 
restrictions on the location on account of 
hugeness, the necessity for minimum wind 
force to some extent, a scene problem and a 
noise problem, these seemed that are 
completely separated from people's life. 
How about transposed to a set of a small 
unit? Large scenery which a small thing 
gathers  and bui lds .  We propose  that  
symbolic and close to human scenery of 
power generation.
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